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Fundamentals of Endpoints and Assessments
Efficacy – Treatment Benefit
Assessment Interpretability
Endpoint Perspectives for Early Alzheimer’s
Disease Studies
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Endpoint of a Clinical Trial

• Endpoint:
Specific assessment(s) used as study outcome (OA)
At specific time(s),
Analyzed by a specific statistical method
The assessment in isolation is not a study endpoint
Endpoint meaning – Interpretation
Biological activity of the treatment
Clinical efficacy of the treatment

Both the interpretability and the statistical properties of
the endpoint affected by all the selected specifics
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Outcome Assessments

• Biomarker
Intrinsic property of the patient

• Clinical Outcome Assessment (COA)
Does not ‘exist’ without:

Human judgment – Evaluator or patient
and/or
Active participation by patient

Categories: ClinRO, PRO, ObsRO, PerfO
Defined method to measure a “Concept of
Interest” (COI)

• Intended interpretation – activity or efficacy
• Walton et.al. (2015) Clinical Outcome Assessments: Conceptual Foundation.
Value in Health. [ISPOR Task Force Report]
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Endpoint Use in Drug Development

• Provide proof of concept evidence
• Guide stepwise development decisions
• Basis for marketing approval and labeling claims
Based on showing a specific treatment benefit

• Selected to suit endpoint’s objective
Interim analysis of study data for adaptive design
Final analysis for study’s overall objective

• Selected endpoint interacts with other design
features, e.g., study population, sample size,
duration
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Efficacy: Treatment Benefit

• A favorable and meaningful effect on an aspect
of a patient’s life

• How a patient feels, functions, or survives

Survival evaluation well established methods
Feels and Functions are more complex

• Demonstrated by an endpoint

Observed effect on the OA can be reliably
interpreted as a treatment benefit
Interpretation includes consideration of the size
of the actual observed effect
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Feels and Functions as Effectiveness

• Feels

A patient’s physical sensation or perceived mental
state related to health within typical ‘daily’ life
Pain
Severely low mood (depression)
Not the fundamental physical sensory abilities

• Functions
A patient’s ability to perform an activity that is a
meaningful part of typical ‘daily’ life
Not isolated physiologic processes (eg liver metabolic
function) or fundamental motor function
Not ability to perform actions not part of usual life
• Generally a complex integrated result of multiple basic
biological systems
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Interpretability of Efficacy Outcomes

• Do differences or changes in the measurement mean
something?
To the patient
Efficacy OAs are intended to inform regarding some
specific conceptualized meaningful aspect of patient’s
life

• Why Interpretable?

Interpretability for meaning allows benefit-risk
assessment to be formed

• Clinically significant is not identical to statistically significant
Meaningfulness of change vs Sensitivity to change
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COA Relationships
Meaningful Feeling,
Function, or Survival
(Meaningful Aspect of
Health)

Specific Feelings or Activities
that occur in a person’s typical life

Concept of Interest to
be measured

Specific Outcome
Assessment
COA
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COA Relationships
Concepts of Interest for
measurement (COI)

Comprehensive
Meaningful Functions
affected by disease

Walking capacity
Ambulation
Dependant
Function
(Activities)

Arm & Hand
Dependant Activities

Cognitive Function
Dependant Activities

Leg muscle strength

Walking speed

Meaningful Aspects of
Health

Timed 25 ft walk

Specific Meaningful Activities

Walking in shopping mall
Walking from bus stop to office
or home
Walking from building to building
along a street
Walking from room to room
inside house

Maximal isometric
quadriceps force
6 Min walk test
Specific clinical outcome
assessments
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Interpretability: Direct and Indirect

• Direct COAs
Generally clear what a difference means to a
patient in a ‘typical’ daily life

• Indirect COAs

Meaning to patient of a difference not intrinsically
clear
Establishing meaning may be difficult, but is
important
“Indirectness” is a graded characteristic

• Indirect OAs often selected over direct OAs
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COA Interpretability
Direct COA
(Direct measures of
feeling, function or
survival)

Brief Pain Inventory
McGill Pain Questionaire
St. George Respiratory
Questionaire
Beck Depression Inventory
Epworth Sleepiness Scale

Mildly Indirect
COA

Very Indirect
COA

6-Minute Walk Test
PANSS
ALS Functional Rating Scale
Sleep onset (time to)
Visual acuity – ETDRS Scale
BPRS (brief psych rating)
Psoriasis Area and Severity Index
Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale
Rankin Stroke scale
Pulmonary Function Test (FVC, FEV1)
Ashworth Spasticity Scale
ADAS-COG
SDMT

Biomarkers:
Highly Indirect
Outcomes
Assessments

Serum Cholesterol
HIV Viral Load
Phenylalanine
XRay Feature
HgbA1c
Hgb
MRI Brain Lesion
Volume
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Difficult Early Alzheimer’s Disease Drug
Development – Endpoint Aspects
• Need for Activity outcome assessment

 POC, dose selection, population selection, etc

• Need for efficacy outcome assessment

 Sensitive to changes of this stage in feasible time frame

• Currently known assessments sub-optimal
• Large, Long, Expensive clinical trials

 No known pharmacodynamic endpoints to support stand
alone short, small size POC or dose selection beyond
immediate biochemical effects
 No known sensitive, interpretable, efficacy assessment

• New assessments –

 May have better properties
 Will take time and resources to develop
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Thoughts on Drug Activity Assessments
in Early AD
• Histological proxies
Unclear, and probably limited sensitivity
Unclear relationship to brain function
Shape, location of relationship

• Biochemical measurements

CSF not easily measured frequently
Blood at least one step further distant
Unclear relationship to brain function
• Neural pathway function
Evaluation of simplified function
Especially if near maximal stress of pathway function

Examines actual brain function status
Might be COA or biomarker
? Potential value ?
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Neural Pathway Actions: Study Activity
Assessment?

•
•

N= 20 – 30 per group
Yang, et.al. Specific Saccade Deficits in Patients with AD at Mild to Moderate Stage and in Patients
with Amnestic MCI Age-2013
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Neural Pathway Actions: Study Activity
Assessment?

•
•

N = 20 / group. Also seen with word length
Fernandez, et.al. Eye Movement Alterations During Reading in Patients With Early Alzheimer
Disease. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 2013
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Neural Pathway Actions: Study Activity
Assessment?

•

Otero-Millan et.al. Saccades and microsaccades during visual fixation, exploration, and search:... J
Vision (2008)
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Thoughts on Drug Efficacy Assessments
in Early AD

• Traditional measures developed with focus on
•

•

mild to moderate dementia stage
Disease manifestations in early stages more
nuanced
May require more complex function measures to
detect, measure changes in early AD
Greater requirement for efficient integration of
multiple aspects of brain activities
Possibly in-clinic performance assessments
simulating ‘daily life’ activities
? Potential value ?
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Complex Functional Measures: Efficacy
Assessment?
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Complex Functional Measures: Efficacy
Assessment?
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